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“The car finance market is currently experiencing strong
levels of consumer demand. Although there is some
uncertainty over whether this strong growth rate can be
sustained or whether demand will start to soften, Mintel’s
standard model five-year forecast paints a positive
picture.”
– Sarah Hitchcock, Senior Analyst – Financial
Services
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Are we becoming a nation of car renters and how long will the boom last?
Greater pricing transparency should lead to higher trust levels and greater loyalty?
Car finance providers have nothing to fear from competition from high street lenders

The car finance market – like the wider car retail market – is currently experiencing strong levels of
consumer demand. In 2014, around three quarters of new private car sales were paid for on finance
arranged through dealers at the point of sale. In the new car sector, penetration has risen year on year
since 2009. In this report, Mintel identifies the factors driving this growth and considers the market’s
prospects for further expansion.
The report additionally provides an overview of the size and composition of the market, along with
coverage of recent regulatory developments, industry innovation and promotional activity. The market
analysis is complemented by the findings of Mintel’s latest online survey, which offers insight into
consumer attitudes and behaviour in relation to car ownership and acquisition. It reveals the methods
commonly used by consumers to fund a car purchase, and explores the likelihood of converting those
who previously used dealer finance into repeat customers. Car buying and leasing intentions are also
explored.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Results indicate a high level of interest in car leasing
Figure 42: Intentions to lease a new or used car within the next 12 months, February 2015

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Total market forecast - Best- and worst-case scenarios
Figure 43: Forecast of private car finance plans (volume) - Best- and worst-case scenarios, 2014-19
Figure 44: Forecast of private car finance plans (value) – Best- and worst-case scenarios, at current prices, 2014-19
New car sector forecast – Best- and worst-case scenarios
Figure 45: Forecast of private car finance plans (volume) in the new car sector – Best- and worst-case scenarios, 2014-19
Figure 46: Forecast of private car finance plans (value) in the new car sector – Best- and worst-case scenarios, at current prices,
2014-19
Used car sector forecast – Best- and worst-case scenarios
Figure 47: Forecast of private car finance plans (volume) in the used car sector – Best- and worst-case scenarios, 2014-19
Figure 48: Forecast of private car finance plans (value) in the used car sector – Best- and worst-case scenarios, at current prices,
2014-19
Forecast methodology
Fan chart explanation
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